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Abstract approved:

The purpose of this paper is to explore the potential value of using a computer

simulated systems dynamics model to address psychosis in mental illness.

Psychosis is defined as a syndrome which is associated with many mental

disorders, not a specific disorder itself. Psychosis generally produces delusions

and hallucinations and gross distortions of reality testing. Defining a plan for

working with individuals who manifest this condition is the goal of this paper.

Three components are cited as necessary for effective treatment of this syndrome:

psychosocial education, psychotherapy, and concomitant pharmacotherapy. A

computer model was developed to address the efficacy of combining these three

interventions in a timely and cost effective manner.

The model was developed using a program that allows for complexity and

feedback interactions (STELLA, 2000). The final graph shows nonlinear

behavior as the variables interact with each other over time. The results help with

visualizing the effects of the three system components, and how that interchange

. is affected by changes to the system, such as discontinuance of medication after a

threshold level is established.

The resulting model is a theoretical model based on both statistical and empirical

data. The model can be further developed by following an individual in a 10 year

case study, collecting data to enter into the model. This would give valuable

information about an individual's therapeutic course, and a base model to use in

developing more complex models that can address a wider variety of symptoms.

The model can be an effective visual aid for clinicians to use in defining an

individual's unique dynamics. It can also be useful for engaging the individual's
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A DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS APPROACH TO THE TREATMENT OF PSYCHOSIS

INTRODUCTION

Psychotic disorder is disruptive to the individual who experiences it, as well as the

community in which the individual lives. The proper diagnosis is often delayed,

as several diagnosable illnesses overlap in symptoms and manifestation of those

symptoms. This can lead to worsening of symptoms and withdrawal or acting out

as the individual becomes discouraged, often losing family support and financial

support through inability to function well at work. There is also evidence ofa

progressive decrease of left superior temporal gyrus gray matter volume after

onset of schizophrenic symptoms (Kasai et al. 2003). This has been

experimentally reported in magnetic resonance imaging studies by Kasai and

others. The implication of this result is a possible decrease in executive function

as the temporal lobe is considered to be an association area with cortical

connections to other brain regions (Kandel 2000).

Research has shown that wellness and speed of recovery are significantly

enhanced when three components are simultaneously employed. These are

pharmacology, psychotherapy (either one-on-one or group), and psychosocial

education.

If these components are met soon after the initial diagnosis, then recovery rate is

significantly enhanced (Huxley et al., 2000; Rucci, P., 2002; Sandra, S.M., 2002).

Each category, however, has its challenges for client adherence. Antipsychotics

have side effects that can reduce patient adherence, psychotherapy takes a long

time due to comorbidity (complex interaction of psychosis with other disorders,

such as mood disorders and personality disorders), and psychosocial education is

a long-term learning process.

Another limiting factor is the cost of health care (Stave, et al., 2003). Long-

term health care is expensive, both to the client and to the system if support is

necessary. If long-term therapy is indicated, then the costs can be reduced by the

efficiency of the process. In the long term, if all aspects of a client's well-being

are addressed there is a greatly increased chance that the client will become stable
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and remain stable over his/her life-span. This will result in lower health care

costs in the long run as the client will have less need for these services.

Also, by addressing all three components for recovery, the client will have a
greater understanding of his/her own unique system and how the components of

that system work together for optimum growth, not just temporarily, but over a
lifetime.

A dynamic systems model ( a nonlinear mathematical model designed to show

relationships between variables within a system), if used at the beginning of

therapy, can be an effective resource for both clinician and client. At the

beginning of therapy, the client is normally experiencing some degree of mental
disorganization.

This state presents an opportunity to facilitate growth. If the client receives

appropriate assistance at this point, optimum healing and overall growth toward

wellness can be greatly enhanced. The model described below elucidates disorder

in a unique way. There is a mathematical component that drives the model and

gives it coherence and can be modified and revised as dynamics change over time.
The model is also a visual aid that can be informative to both clinician and client,

allowing them to observe together the state of the individual system at the time of

entry into therapy and progress as therapy continues.

The dynamic model chosen for this paper is a fairly simple and straightforward

model (STELLA, Richmond 2001) that requires a minimum of math skills to use,

and has simple components that, when constructed correctly, can elucidate the

state of an individual's system at time ofentry into therapy and how that system

can, over time, be brought into a stable mode of interaction both within the client

and within the environment with which the client interacts.

Human systems, whether psychologically challenged or not, have been shown

to be dynamic systems that interact with the environment in a nonlinear and

cyclical way (Lewis, 2000; Gallaher, 1996; McDowell, 2001; Thelen & Smith,

1994; Masterpasqua 1997; Kelso, 1995; Abraham, 1995). If the patterns within

an individual's life can be recognized from observation over time then changes
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can be made to encourage optimum growth. When systems become static, as is
often the case in mental illness then recovery is very difficult.

Psychosis creates a state change from stable to chaotic, which provides an

opportunity for change. Chaos is a phase in the evolution of dynamic systems

that is most sensitive to reorganization. As systems move from chaotic to

stabilized over time, there is a window of opportunity for increasing the client's

ability to form more stable intrinsic and extrinsic relationships and to help with

stronger coping strategies and a stronger support system.

Studies have shown that when human beings are given tools to aid in their

own progress, then progress is greatly facilitated. An example of this is art
therapy where a client diagnosed with a dissociative disorder is given tools such

as paint and brushes, clay for modeling, music for dance, etc. These tools help
the client to express in a physical and emotional way events from the past thatare

impediments to growth now. This has been shown to be very efficacious (Laub &

Podell, 1995; Engle, 1997). A clinical example is an analysis with a dissociative
client who was encouraged to write poetry after dream analysis during therapy.

The poems this client has written both in therapy and post-therapy have given her
a form for the imprints of the Holocaust transmitted to her by her survivor parents
(Laub & Podell, 1995).

When, because of financial reasons or misdiagnosis, the proper tools are not
given, apathy and discouragement often arise. As is the case with setting a broken
bone, getting it right the first time significantly aids in recovery.

If clients are encouraged to assist in their own progress in a hands-on way,
then they can use tools such as individualized models to expedite their recovery
and strengthen their ongoing stability in the future, so that relapses are less likely
and the cost to the health care system and the public will, in the long run, be
greatly reduced.

As is true for any structure, living or nonliving, proper foundation leads to fewer

structural problems over time and fewer maintenance costs.

At the onset of psychosis the opportunity is greatest for building the strong

foundation that will eventually lead to a more stable existence, and even when
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perturbations as seen in chaotic systems happen from that point on, they can be

addressed more quickly and efficiently. When the therapist sees the client as

having unlimited potential, instead ofseeing the client as a patient or a statistic,

then the focus in therapy will be on implementing methods that will be both

growth-enhancing and growth sustaining.

PSYCHOSIS AND SCHIZOPHRENIA

Psychosis is a syndrome which is defined as a mixture of symptoms that can be

associated with many disorders (Stahl, 2002). It is not a specific disorder itself,

but is manifested in many diagnostic categories, Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV, 1994):

Psychotic Disorder Due to General Medical Condition
Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder
Hallucinogen Intoxication
Major Depression With Psychotic Features
Bipolar Disorder With Psychotic Features
Schizoaffective Disorder
Delirium
Temporal Lobe Epilepsy
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE)

Psychosis is generally defined as delusions and hallucinations, and includes

symptoms such as disorganized speech, disorganized behavior, and gross

distortions of reality testing (DSM-IV, 1994).

Psychotic disorders have psychosis as their defining feature, but other

disorders can have this component (Stahl, 2002), such as Post-traumatic Stress

Disorder, depression, bipolar, and borderline personality disorder and
Alzheimer's dementia.

Disorders with psychosis as a defining feature are schizophrenia, drug-induced

psychotic disorder, schizoaffective disorder, and delusional disorder (Stahl, 2002).

Schizophrenia is the most researched of all the psychotic disorders and affects 1%

of the population (Kandel, 2000). This paper will discuss a theoretical model
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specifically designed to address an individual client diagnosed as schizophrenic,

following an initial psychotic episode. The hypothetical client will be followed

over a 10 year period with concurrent interactions between client and therapist,

social education, and application ofpharmacotherapy at beginning of therapy and

continued throughout the ten-year time period at maintenance dosage levels. The

data for the model is compiled from nonempirical information gleaned from

research articles from fields such as psychology, biochemistry, biology, and

systems dynamics for the psychosocial and psychotherapeutic aspects. Empirical
data for the pharmacological aspect of the model is from a PET study (Gefvert et
al., 1998). The model will show how the course of the theoretical client can be

mapped over time with the aid of the computer model, to show the value and
efficacy of the three interventions.

Schizophrenia by definition (DSM-IV, 1994) is a disturbance that must last for
six months or longer, including at least one month of delusions, hallucinations,

disorganized speech, grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior, or negative

symptoms. Six months is too long to waitto begin addressing the symptoms of

the patient, so rather than applying a label until the diagnosis can be made with

assurance, therapy can begin by looking at the history ofthe client and present
conditions so that medication can be prescribed if necessary, concurrently with

one-on-one therapy, and psychosocial education.

Focusing on the psychosis instead of the diagnostic category will enable the

health care system to efficiently address the immediate challenge: that is the
stabilization of the client.

For schizophrenia the symptoms are generally grouped into two categories,

positive symptoms and negative symptoms (Stahl, 2002; DSM-IV, 1994).

Positive symptoms seem to reflect an excess of normal functions, including

delusions and hallucinations. Negative symptoms include affective flattening,

avolition (restrictions in the initiation of goal-directed behavior), and intentional

impairment. These are normally considered to be a reduction in normal functions.

Difficulty in abstract thinking, stereotyped thinking, and lack of spontaneity, and

apathetic social withdrawal lead to decline in individual and social functioning.



The biological basis of schizophrenia is still unknown, but the illness is

considered to be strongly correlated with genetic sensitivity, developmental, and

environmental influences (Lott, 2002; Stah1,2002; Beng-Choon, 2002; Benedetti,

1987). The stages of schizophrenia over an individual's life time can be shown

graphically as illustrated in figure 1 (Stahl, 2002).
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Figure 1 The stages of schizophrenia are shown here over a lifetime. The client

has full functioning (100%) early in life and is virtually asymptomatic (stage I).

However, during a prodromal phase (stage II) starting in the teens, there may be

odd behaviors and subtle negative symptoms, remissions, and relapses but never a

complete return to previous levels of functioning. This is often a chaotic stage of

the illness, with a progressive downhill course. Stage III is the acute phase of the

illness, usually starting in the twenties and includes positive symptoms,

remissions, and relapses, but never a complete return to previous levels of

functioning. The final phase of the illness (stage IV) may begin in the forties or

later, with prominent negative and cognitive symptoms and some waxing and

waning during its course, but often more ofa persistence of continuing disability.

There may not be a continuing and relentless downhill course, but the patient may

become progressively resistant to treatment with antipsychotic medications during

this stage, especially if the medications induce extrapyramidal side effects (EPS).

Clearly, from these statistics the earlier intervention is initiated, the greater the

chances for the individual to lead a stable and productive life. Because most of

these individuals begin manifesting the psychotic aspect of the disorder in early

adulthood, intervention at this time can have a great impact. Many, ifnot most of
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these individuals are intelligent and potentially highly productive, and are

important, if not indispensable, for the creative drive necessary for the

development of a strong competitive society.

DYNAMIC SYSTEMS MODELING

A dynamic systems approach to psychosis is relatively new but interest is growing
in this area (Masterpaqua, 1997). As a possible tool for understanding all areas of
consciousness, from so called normal to pathological, modeling of emergent

systems with computational methods is now being actively explored (Braver,

1999; Cohen et al., 2002; Rowe et al., 2000; Tschacher, 1997).

Systems theory is a trans-disciplinary study of the abstract organization of

phenomena, independent of their substance, type, special, or temporal scale of

existence. System's theory was proposed in the 1940's by Ludwig von

Bertlalanffy (General System's Theory, 1968). He emphasized that real systems

are open to, and interact with, their environments, and that they can acquire

qualitatively new properties through emergence, resulting in continual evolution.

Rather than reducing an entity, i.e. the mind, to the properties of its parts or
elements (neurotransmitters, neurons, or anatomical structures), systems theory

focuses on the arrangement of and relations between the parts which connect them
into a whole. This particular organization determines a system, which is
independent of the concrete substances ofthe elements. Thus, the same concepts
and principles of organization underlie the different disciplines (physics,

biochemistry, biology, sociology, technology), providing a basis for their

integration (Heylighen, 1992). As the various disciplines integrate there is greater
communication and possibility for information exchange that should facilitate
progress in every area.

A dynamical system consists of an abstract phase or state space, the

coordinates of which describe the dynamical state at any instant; and a dynamical
rule which specifies the immediate future trend of all state variables.

Mathematically, a dynamical system is described by an initial value problem.
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Dynamical systems are deterministic if there is a unique consequence to every

state (as opposed to random or stochastic where there is more than one result

chosen from a probability distribution (i.e. a coin toss, with equal probability for

each initial state).

There are key principles that govern dynamical systems thinking:

Self-organization: Thermodynamics is the science of energy flow. Self-

organization theory comes out of thermodynamics (Prigogine, 1980) and

suggests that coherent identifiable self-maintaining organizations (living

and nonliving) occur only in particular conditions, the "far from

equilibrium" condition. This means that there is a large energy

concentration or buildup in the field; that is, the energy is not evenly

distributed. Energy buildups create a pressure to flow. In self-

organization theory, energy's pressure to flow plays a fundamental role

in the creation of structure.

Positive and Negative Feedback: Much of the art of dynamic systems

modeling involves representing feedback processes, which along with

stock and flow structures, time delays and nonlinearities, determine the

dynamics of a system. Most complex behaviors arise out of this

interaction between elements of the feedback system, not from the

complexity of the components themselves. An example of a simple

feedback system is presented in figure 5. Loops can be positive or

negative depending on whether the flow tends to be self-balancing or

self-reinforcing. Another example of feedback is how we make

decisions in the real world. We gather information feedback about the
world, and using the new information we revise our understanding of the

world, and our interactions with the world as a result.

Tightly Coupled: The actors in the system interact powerfully with each

other and with the natural world.

History-Dependence: Taking a path precludes taking other paths and

determines where the system ends up. Many actions are irreversible.
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Stocks and flows (accumulations) and long time delays can mean that

doing and undoing have different time constants: Nuclear war has

generated tons of plutonium (239PU). The half-life of plutonium is

24,000 years. In our psychosis model, drugs take effect relatively

quickly, whereas other effects, such as social and personality

adjustments can take many years before having a lasting effect.

Adaptive: Evolution leads to selection and proliferation of some agents

while others become extinct. Adaptation can be helpful, but can also

become maladaptive under pathological conditions.

Counterintuitive: In complex systems cause and effect are distant in time

and space while we tend to look for causes near the events we seek to

explain.

Policy Resistant: The complexity of systems in which we are involved

can overwhelm our ability to understand them. The result is that

seemingly obvious solutions to problems fail or can worsen a situation.

Complexity Increases Complexity: In self-organization, coordination

among differentiated components of the system permits complexity and
coherence.

Trade-offs: Time delays in feedback channels mean that the long-run

response of a system to an intervention is often different from its short-

run response. Sometimes hard and fast responses to a behavior can

cause worse behavior before improvement happens.

STELLA provides a precise mathematical foundation for modeling changes

through time. The program uses elements (stocks, flows, and converters) to

describe the state of the system being analyzed, at any given point in time. A
stock variable is a grouping of, in our case, drug receptor occupancy and patient

wellness. The flow variable moves information in and out of the stock variable.

A converter variable provides information to another variable, either a stock, flow

or another converter. In our case an example ofa converter is the effects of drugs

on receptor occupancy rates. Time is an important component. Models follow
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changes in a system over time, using differential equations, thus demonstrating

dynamic aspect of the system. The results can be shown in a graphical or tabular
output (see below).

The human mind has been studied as a dynamic system using many methods,

including electroencephalogram (EEG), positron emission tomography (PET),

and neural networking( Breakspear, 2002; Harrison, 2000; Soares and Innis,

1999), to name a few.

In a study by Breakspear et al., a proposal was submitted that schizophrenia

arises through a disturbance in dynamic integration of large-scale cortical

systems. The hypothesis was tested by applying a measure of dynamical

interdependence to scalp EEG data. Six pairs of bipolar electrodes were applied
to the scalp of forty first-episode schizophrenia subjects and forty controls. The

topographic organization of the interdependence was calculated and served as the
principle measure of cortical integration. The results showed that the topography

across the scalp was significantly different between the groups. Specifically,

nonlinear interdependence tended to occur in larger concurrent 'clusters' across
the scalp of schizophrenic subjects than in the healthy subjects.

PET permits evaluation of brain function through the measurement of regional
cerebral blood flow (with '50-H20) and glucose utilization (with F-2-

deoxygluc,ose (F-DG)). The technique is based upon detection by the PET

camera of the 'annihilation photons' generated from positrons emitted by the
isotope being used (Harrison, 2000). Imaging with PET affords the capability to

examine receptor function in vivo through the use of radioligand binding. The

regulation of dopamine activity has been the most extensively studied system, and

a recent meta-analysis of 15 studies concluded that the evidence supported an
increased dopaminergic activity in schizophrenia both pre- and postsynaptically

(Harrison, 2000). PET has also been used to look at the neurotransmitters 5-

hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) and glutamate (Soares and Innis, 1999).

Imaging techniques such as PET and fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance

Imaging) are limited as activity is not necessarily a function of the rate of glucose

or oxygen metabolism. Specialized and highly efficient neural activity may not
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reveal the rates of metabolism that other more diversified neural circuits display.

In the absence of glucose or oxygen does not mean that neural circuits are

inactive. For example:

The heart consists of extremely efficient smooth muscle tissue specialized for sustained

and rhythmic activity, yet it does not display the accumulated levels of lactate or oxygen

consumption that a mass of striated muscle tissue would display while engaging in

similar activity (Rowe, 1999).

The majority of brain imaging techniques do not generally take into consideration

any differentials that may occur in regional efficiency and dynamic interactions.
The analysis of the data extracted from the brain is typically limited to a linear

analysis of amplitude variations in metabolic transitions or electrical activity.

Because neural groups display nonlinear activity during cognitive functions limits

the existing technology to very basic and high level descriptions of neural

activity. The more complex activities become clouded by the primary and highly

active targets that these systems measure.

Robert Gregson has developed special nonlinear cubic equations to provide a

meaningful analysis of complex ERP interactions. His findings suggest that the

brain's neural activity follows chaotic type patterns of activation (Gregson, 1998).

Walter Freeman has also made examinedoscillatory and chaotic activities of the

olfactory bulb. In his analysis of neural activity in this area he has used

dynamical systems theory. His findings suggest that during dormant periods the

neural firing in the olfactory system occurs as low level chaotic patterns of

activation. This type of activity while appearing to be random actually exists as a

structured strange attractor (fig. 3) capable of producing a potentially infinite

number of stable periodic states. Convergence toward these states occurs during

sensory stimulation of the olfactory nerves such that the stimulation produces

neural instability forcing the activationpatterns towards compensatory stable and

periodic states. This, in what is termed a bifurcation towards a new stable

attractor is coincident with the discrimination of the incoming odor (Freeman,
1987).
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Parallel Distributed Processing (PDF) is a computational methodology used to

provide empirical information regarding neurobiological systems (Parks, 1991).

Supercomputers have enabled neuroscientists to model brain behavior-

relationships. Histological data provide physical evidence of the parallel

distributed nature of certain aspects of the human brain, as do corresponding

computer simulations. Sensory networks appear to follow more sequential neural

network pathways, while brain imaging studies of attention and language tasks

appear to involve multiple cortical and subcortical areas (Gazzaniga, 2000).

Associative models are being developed with these concepts in mind. These and

other studies are showing how the human brain is a highly complex system with

chaotic aspects, which make it a prime candidate for exploration using systems

dynamics tools.

The emphasis of this paper is to provide a dynamic systems model that could

be a possible resource for clinicians to use in diagnosing and treating clients who

present psychotic tendencies.

CLIENT ASSESSMENT

The initial step in client evaluation is to address immediate concerns for client

stability such as safety, support, and any immediate dangers to health, such as

disease or injury. The decision can be made at this time about whether

hospitalization is necessary.

After the initial assessment, and if the client is stable enough for outpatient

treatment, then the next step is to discuss with the client alternatives for treatment,
such as pharmacology, one-on-one therapy, group therapy, and other possible

alternatives including the modeling approachdiscussed in this paper.

If the decision is made to use the modeling approach, working with the therapist

one-on-one in an office setting, then the next step is to develop a model,

specifically applicable to the client situation. The assessment should include the

enthusiasm level of the client for participating in the process, as this will be

essential for optimum improvement in the least amount of time.
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This paper will discuss a model designed to fit a general client who presents in

therapy a psychotic disorder that has limited the client's ability to function well at

work and has also limited the client's ability to perform both socially as well in

the area of self-care.

Prior to development of the mathematical model, a simple beginning map of the

initial state of the client can be developed based on information that the client

provides during the initial interviews.

Using a simple diagram, the therapist can help the client begin to understand

the unique strengths and weaknesses of his/her system. An example ofa simple

diagram is a dynamic system's map that uses an adaptive regenerative cycle to

look at the organization of a given system, in this case an individual human

system (fig.2).

In this model there are two loops with four sectors, identified as Maintenance,

Crisis, Growth, and Reorganization. Growth and Maintenance are phases of the

cycle that produce the greatest amount of connectedness, or organization. Crisis

and reorganization are phases where optimum potential is greatest.

Adaptive Renewal Cycle

Reorganization Maintenance

K

Growth L Crisis

Connectedness

Figure 2 - A system begins in the Growth stage where growth begins and

continues at a rapid rate until Maintenance is reached. In a human system this

cycle begins at birth and maintenance is usually reached at various points

throughout the life span, including developmental stages of childhood,

adolescence, adulthood, midlife, retirement, etc. Each stage begins with growth
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leading to stability (maintenance). This stage normally takes a long time to

develop and tends to stay in homeostasis for a long time.

Then an event takes place, whether intrinsic or extrinsic to the system that

takes the system out of Maintenance into Crisis. At this stage there are often

several choices. The direction that the individual takes will depend on how stable

his/her system was at the beginning of the crisis, and what opportunities are

available to the individual for the next part of the cycle, the reorganization stage.

Both of these stages are fast and offer the greatest opportunity for growth. All

dynamic systems must go through renewal stages to avoid the decline to

equilibrium that leads to stagnation and eventual death, whether of an organism or

larger system. The growth stage then takes advantage of the new information

gleaned during the reorganization process and the system begins the climb toward

conservation and eventually another opportunity for release and reorganization.

Human systems are dynamic systems that proliferate under stable but emergent

conditions, conditions that change over time. Inside the brain, each neuron

transmits to thousands of others, often over great distances. Each neuron, because

of its membrane has a relatively high degree of local autonomy, however all of its

activities impact the cells around it. These widespread actions and reactions lead

to emergence of a constant, ceaseless, continually-fluctuating activity of masses

of nerve cells (Abraham, 1995). Under stress conditions, these systems can

become overloaded, with excess hormones in the case of the fight-or-flight

reaction, bringing an individual to a point of crisis that, if not resolved efficiently,

can lead to continued over-expression of hormones and abnormal proliferation or

deficiency of receptors, as in the case of posttraumatic stress disorder (van der

Kolk, 1994; Nutt, 2000).

With mental illness such as psychotic disorder, the system of the individual

arrived, in most cases, at a point of crisis, a release from the maintenance stage

(Schmidt, 1991). In severe cases of non-organic mental illness, the maintenance

phase that precipitated the problematic (in this case) release moved to a chaotic

bifurcation instead of a smooth transitionas would be expected for a person not

affected by a mental illness. Psychosis is considered to be a chaotic state of mind
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where reality checking is difficult and the ability to perform cognitive functions is

challenged (Abraham, 1995; Schmid, 1991).

If care is taken to guide the psyche toward new more health-promoting

strategies (fig. 5) or when an individual is in this chaotic phase, there is

opportunity for more stable patterns to be developed that can help the individual

better cope with life stressors and form a stronger foundation in the next

conservation phase of the cycle. An example of chaotic attractors is given by

Lewis & Junyk (Masterpaqua, 1997). In this example an individual under

constant stress develops a "self-organization of psychological defenses".
Personality traits are construed as strategies for confronting the challenges of

living in a complex social world. The concept of adaptiveness begins to unravel

from a clinical perspective when personality characteristics are seen to result in

emotional suffering and social failure. These characteristics (also seen as coping

mechanisms) may resolve some challenges, but they initiate and maintain others.

It is the stability of these "maladaptive" patterns that can be most salient in

personality (Epstein, 1991) and most demanding of the skills of the

psychotherapist. Adaptiveness leads to defenses in personality development.

Defenses in the short run, minimize pain; however, their effects can be harmful in

the long run. These defenses can be analyzed in psychotherapy and altered to

improve the individual's growth and development. One way of explaining these

processes is to use a "state space" model. A state space is a model of all possible

states a system can attain: those that are stable and resilient, those that are

unstable and transitory, and those that lead from one state to another. Multiple

causality implies that human behavior is stochastic, unpredictable and self-

organizing (Masterpaqua, 1997). In orderto describe the activities and states ofa
human system, we can map out its tendencies or possibilities (not its rules). A

state space map helps with this mapping process. The state space map

incorporates both predictability and uncertainty by describing system behavior in

terms of tendencies, which may be thought of as topographical features on a two-

dimensional surface (fig. 3; M.D. Lewis in Masterpaqua, 1997).
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Cared for

Dependent

Independent

Original appraisal
(e.g., shame, rejection)

Core
apprehension

:13asin of core
Apprehension

Defensive
attractors

Low Mode rate High Moderate Low

Anxiety

Available

Fig. 3

Unavailable Rejecting

Evaluation of Other

Absent

Generic e ensive c uration containing core apprehension and surrounding basin,
using shamerejection dynamics as an example. Defensive attractors provide stable
outcomes (e.g., following bifurcations), partly sustained by anxiety within the basin.

In this ideology a "defense reified by recurrent anxiety can be viewed as an

attractor located in the extended basin ofa core apprehension: metaphorically, a

safe hollow on the slippery slope back to chaos" (Masterpaqua, 1997). The

anxiety is no longer about the original painful state (core apprehension), even

though it is maintained in close proximity to it. The figure depicts alternative

defense appraisals at the intersection between different values of two variables,

evaluation of self and evaluation of other. In this example, the point at which the

self is seen as dependent and the other as rejecting marks a core apprehension

regarding shame and rage. Other defenses (submissiveness and insolence) appear

in the surrounding basin and divert residual anxiety into alternative stable

appraisals. In another example, a withdrawn child is anxious about too much

intimacy and the failure of autonomy, not about the original pain of emotional

rejection. The basin of the core apprehension extends anxiety across the

psychological state space, past one or more bifurcation points, increasing the

range of new defensive attractors, and permitting the system to move further away

from the (increasingly repellant) appraisal at its hub.
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This could be an explanation of how an individual in the second (prodromal)

stage of schizophrenia might begin to experience negative affects such as

depression. Depression can become an attractor, or core apprehension that, if

unaddressed, can lead to defensive attractors like social withdrawal and self-harm

behaviors. The defensive attractors draw attention away from the core

apprehension and, over time, can make it more difficult to address the core issue.
Another application of the basin/attractor system could be implemented when

looking at emotions that underlie specific behaviors. For instance, delusions are a
common characteristic of schizophrenia. Delusions are often classified as
paranoid and, in many cases, are auditory. The individual believes that the voices

that he or she hears inside his or her head are actually projected from some

outside force, such as alien beings from another planet, or from someone mentally
transmitting commands from some distant location.

These so called delusions are considered to be real by these individuals. In the

state-space map described above, the original event and concurrent appraisal

might have been a parent scolding a child for leaving clothes on the floor, for

example. In this case the child might feel unable to cope with the feelings that are

generated in response to the parent's angry voice and the feeling of shame

emerges. The child may be either immature in development or sensitive to what
is perceived as an assault on the ego of the child.

In order to deal with this feeling the child might distance him or herself from the
parent by placing the parent in the place of the basin of the core apprehension. As

a dependent child who depends on the parent for survival, the child can separate
the so called "bad parent" from the parent that speaks with kindness and

affirmation at other times. Then, as the parent repeats the scolding response again
and again, the child begins to form "pseudo-parents", voices that become

alienated from the real parent and camouflage the original feelings of shame.

These "satellite" voices that become embedded around the original attractor are
then heard as separate from the parent's voice and are perceived by the child as

emanating from first inside the child's mind and then from somewhere outside the

child's normal frame of reference. Over time if the behavior is not addressed it
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can become entrenched and the original basin of attraction completely blocked by

the coping mechanisms produced by the child. Getting to the so called "root" of

the problem is hampered by this complex response to initial conditions and the

intervening years of using a coping strategy that becomes maladaptive in

adulthood.

With the help of therapy and education, the client is able to better cope with and

facilitate the changes that are prompting the regression to the original (masked)

chaotic state. This will ideally enable the individual to navigate the next release

and reorganization period more smoothly and perhaps even without therapeutic

intervention.

Generating these simple drawings and helping the client to map out his or her own

individual process and progress will be helpful in decision making for possible

medication, socio-education, and therapeutic direction.

From this simple renewal cycle a mathematical model can then be developed

to further define the client's system and how that system can be altered over time

to function more smoothly. This will take time, and in most cases will require a
dedication on the parts of both client and therapist to bring about lasting change

for the client. The benefit will be a greater capacity for utilizing the release part
of the cycle for optimum reorganization leading to optimum growth and a stable
foundation for the next conservation stage.

METHODS: MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PRESENTATION

Systems Thinking Experiential Learning Laboratory with Animation (STELLA)

is icon-based dynamic simulation modeling software. It is a simultaneous

conceptual and mathematical model that responds to:

Internal structure of the system.

External forcing functions acting on the system.

Properties of a good model (Sterman, 2000):

Directly addresses an important and well-defined question.

Contains the minimum complexity necessary to answer question.
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Explains key properties of the real system.

Raises new questions.

The four steps to successful model building (Sterman, 2000):

Problem articulation (boundary selection):

What is the problem?

How to bring stability to the system ofa schizophrenic

individual after an initial psychotic episode.

What are the key variables?

State: Wellness, Counseling Needed.

Converters: Drug Administration, Base Level of Chemical

Psychosis, Treated Level of Chemical Psychosis, Level of

Chemical Psychosis, Stress, Negative Impacts, Losing

Wellness Parameter, Gaining Wellness Parameter, Client

Education in Hours per Month, Psychotherapist Visitsper
Month.

Flows (rates): Losing Wellness and Positive Impacts.

What is the time horizon?

10 years (120 months)

What is the historical behavior of the key concepts and variables,

and what might their behavior be in the future?

Client system stability:

Unstable in 3 areas: social, physiological,

personality structure. Drugs, therapy, and

education will address these and eventually bring

stability.

Stress:

Environmental factors such as: family, job,

relationships, etc.

Physiological sensitivity. Balancing education,

therapy, and pharmacology should bring balance

and reduce stress.
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Formulation of Dynamic Hypothesis:

What are the current theories of the problematic behavior?

An individual with genetic predisposition and stressful

environment, who had stage II symptoms that were left

untreated, can present a psychotic condition that leads to

hospitalization and a diagnosis of schizophrenia. The

prognosis is that with swift intervention, with education,

psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy, the individual can,

over time, become asymptomatic for the illness (Kapur,

2003; Nathan, 2002) .

Formulate a hypothesis that explains the system dynamics as a

consequence of the feedback structure.

In dynamic systems there are feedback loops, such as with

the renewal cycle diagramed above. Human systems begin

the growth stage in infancy and develop along similar lines

until maintenance is reached sometime in adulthood.

Genetically sensitive individuals living in stressful

environments are sensitive to initial conditions and often

develop at a slower rate, taking longer to reach maturity,

and are often more sensitive to stress than normal. This

leads to a challenged level of maintenance that becomes

unbalanced during a crisis, resulting in job loss,

relationship distress, and can lead to psychosis. Without

proper assistance from health care and education, these

individuals find reorganization difficult and often develop

problematic coping strategies such as consumption of

alcohol and cigarette smoking. These strategies make new

growth toward maintenance more difficult, and further

challenge the already sensitive lifelong balance that the

individual has developed.



Develop maps of causal structure based on the initial hypothesis,

key variables, reference modes, and other available data, using

tools such as:

Causal loop diagrams.

Stock and flow maps.

Genetics &
Stressful

Environment

+

R

Limited
Coping

Strategies
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Sensitivity to
Stress

R

Psychosis

Fig. 4

In this causal loop diagram the initial genetic and environment (combined here for

simplicity) stock has a positive impact on sensitivity to stress. Sensitivity to stress

can then lead to psychosis under stress-inducing conditions. Psychosis then

precipitates a positive feedback loop (R) that reinforces sensitivity and psychosis.

Psychosis in turn induces coping strategies (drug use, quitting job, etc.) that can

temporarily reduce psychosis. Overall, there is a very small balancing factor (B)

in this feedback model which tends to perpetuate the cycle of reduced functioning

during the maintenance phase of the life cycle of the individual, which leads to

difficulty in reorganizing, and reduces the positive changes necessary for growth
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as the individual moves into the next maintenance phase. This creates a balancing

loop, and can alleviate psychosis sufficiently enough for the individual to function

at a reduced capacity. However, the coping strategies have a small, usually short-

term impact on psychosis reduction. The strategies often come from genetic and

environmental influences and so another reinforcing feedback loop is created

between environment and coping strategies having a large impact on the

individual's environment, increasing problematic relationship dependencies and a

loss of support through job and supportive personal relationships.

Genetics &
Stressful

Environment

+

Therapies &
Education

Fig. 5

B

+

Sensitivity
To Stress

+

+

R

Psychosis

In Fig. 5, therapies and education replace coping strategies. In this case, instead

of a reinforcing feedback loop between environment and coping strategies there is

a balancing loop with therapies and education having a large reducing impact on
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environment and genetic factors. This effect, in turn reduces sensitivity, which

reduces the probability of psychosis. The drug therapy also impacts psychosis by

greatly reducing the probability of recurrence. The reinforcing feedback loop

between therapies and environment is eliminated because the coping strategies

that were learned in the past are replaced by new strategies that are not reinforced

by previous learning.

These diagrams are useful for understanding the past behavior ofan individual

and how manipulating the variables can give possible solutions for change (see

appendix for numerical integration method).

Formulation of a simulation model:

> Specification of structure.

Stock and Flow Diagram:

Drug

Base
Che

Psyc

evel of
ical

osi

inistration

ted Level
f Chemical
Psychosis STRESS

egative
Los i

acts

Level of
Chemical Client Well
Psychosis

Wellness
aram eter

Iness

Table 2

Graph 2

Counseling Needed

salve

Gaining Wellness
Parameter

Fig. 6

Client Education
in Hours per Month

> Estimation of parameters:

Psychotherapist
visits per month
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Two major stock/flow groups are designated: Counseling

needed and client wellness.

Definitions of variables:

Stocks: Where information accumulates. The stocks in this model

constrain the total amount of Client Wellness/Counseling Needed to a

total of 100, constraining the flow within these two stocks.

Flows: Control the rate of interaction between stocks. The rate is chosen

to reflect a system of interest, whether a system in balance or out of

balance, depending on the question being asked about the system. In our

case, the rates were chosen to reflect an initial psychotic condition, and

then, over time as the system moves toward equilibrium, a balance

between Client Wellness and Counseling Needed emerges as psychosis

is reduced by medication. Then, over time, Client Wellness is higher

and Counseling Needed decreases. This is the goal of therapy.

Converters: Drive the rates to alter balances between stocks, in our case.

For example: a variety of stressors affect the negative impacts rate in a

way that decreases client wellness (for this model points were chosen to

reflect an average patient's fluctuating stress level over the time course

of long-term therapy, an approximation). An absence or presence of

drug administration affects the level of chemical psychosis. Together

these variables impact the Losing Wellness converter.

To counteract this there are converters designated "client education" and

"psychotherapist visits per month". These variables act on the "positive

impacts" converter to promote client wellness.

Arrows: Link converters to flows.

Drug/receptor interactions over time affect levels of psychosis within the

individual. After an appropriate drug maintenance level is reached the receptor

binding of neurotransmitters and blocking of receptors will reach a balance at

approximately 60% occupancy (Gefvert, 2001). The model is intended to show
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drug effects over a longer period of time (years) than the weeks that it takes for

maintenance drug levels to be reached normally, therefore drug administration is

entered into the model as 0 (no drug) or 1 (drug administered). The model is

designed this way to show how the three factors taken into account for patient

wellness (psychotherapy, medication, and education) work together over a long

period to provide overall client stability. This is a conceptual model intended as a

prototype for a case study model that will take into account actual data from

psychotherapy, education as well as drug therapy. The data would, ideally be

gathered over a 10-year period of therapy with a group of individuals diagnosed

as schizophrenic, after an initial psychotic episode.

The first step is to produce a reference model. This model serves as base for

comparing model behavior when conditions are altered, to make sure that the

changes reflect realistic behavior.

The following graph illustrates the reference model:



1 Counseling Needed 2 Client Wellness
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Figure 7 This graph is for the baseline, or steady state model. This model

includes all positive inputs and stress effects. The y axis is measured on a scale of

0 to 100 for Client Wellness and Counseling Needed. For Psychotherapist visits

per month the limit is between 0 and 5. Level of Chemical Psychosis is 80 for

this base model. Client education is a constant at 10 hours per month. Lines

correspond to color-coded names at the top of the graph.

To bring the system to equilibrium, the flows were equilibrated by altering the

gaining wellness and losing wellness parameters. For this reference model the

drug is not administered and so Negative Impacts are maximally distributed. The

Psychotherapist Visits are connected in a nonlinear fashion with Counseling

Needed. Nonlinearity results from a direct correlation between the need for

counseling and client lack of wellness. Without this connection the resulting

graph was not plausible. The hypothetical client plummeted to maximum

Counseling Needed almost immediately. This would not reflect reality. Under

equilibrium conditions, the graph shows how stress over time, and client wellness

are closely correlated. In this case the change in Client Wellness is in balance

with Counseling Needed. Stress has a large oscillating effect on client wellness.
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For figures 8 and 9, the system is not at steady state and Drug Administration is

either "on" for figure 8, or "off' for figure 9. These two models represent the

reference model, the model that all test models are compared with to make sure

that new information fits with the basic model.

,'' ..',"',..':,',.. ..',,t,.:7-f4.t..r`,*',,...,'''.F'1',.1!,''.!.. '^ ''''', f '''
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Figure 8 Drug is administered continuously throughout the 10-year time period.

This graph shows a fairly rapid and consistent growth in Client Wellness and a

concurrent decrease in counseling needed. Oscillations due to stress are slight,

and the client reaches a high level of wellness fairly quickly.
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Figure 9 The drug is not administered and client wellness reaches a maximum

point much lower than with drugs as indicated in the previous figure. The client

still reaches a higher level of wellness, but not as high as with drug

administration. Oscillations are also greater.

In comparison to the steady state model these graphs behave in a predictable

manner. Drugs would be expected to have a positive effect on the client, resulting

in a higher level of wellness more quickly.

In order to test the model to see how well it performs, several robustness tests are

examined. The next two models, figures 10 and 11 show how the system

responds to a specific perturbation, in this case a perturbation in the drug

administration parameter. In this case a STEP function is used to create a

perturbation in the system between time periods 10 and 30 months. During this

period the drug administration is either "on" for figure 10, or "off' for figure 11.
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Figure 10 Drug is administered at time = 0 and discontinued for the period 10

30 months. During the 30 month period the Client Wellness line dips and

Counseling Needed increases. A balance is sought toward the end of this period

and Client Wellness continues to increase.
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Figure 11 Drug administration is held at zero for this test, except for the time

period between 10 and 30 months. During this time period there is an increase in

Client Wellness and a concurrent decrease in Counseling Needed. The graph

returns to its previous pattern after this period.

To test the effect of changing psychotherapist visits on the system, the parameters

were altered for psychotherapist visits (figures 12 and 13 illustrate the results).
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Figure 12 For this graph the only variable changed was Psychotherapist Visits.

Instead of a maximum of 4 visits per month, the maximum is 8 visits per month.

The result of this change is a faster escalation of Client Wellness curve and a

concurrent fast drop in the Counseling Needed curve. A balance in the system is

reached very early with small oscillations and balances at a higher level of

wellness.
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ate
Figure 13 For this graph the only change was (as in figure 12) in the parameter,

Psychotherapist Visits. In this case the parameter was changed to a maximum of

2 visits per month. The resulting Client Wellness and Counseling Needed curves

are closer together in this model. A balance takes longer to emerge and the

balance stabilizes at a much lower level of wellness than when psychotherapist

maximum visits is set at either 4 or 8.

For figures 14 and 15, the Client Education parameter is changed to reflect either

an increase in education or a decrease in education over the 120 month time

period.
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Figure 14 For this graph the Client Education parameter is set at 20 hours per

month instead of 10 for the reference model. The result is a fast rise in Client

Wellness, a concurrent drop in Counseling Needed, and a consistently higher

plateau for Client Wellness compared to the reference model.
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1 Counseling Needed 2 Client Wellness

Figure 15 For this graph the Client Education parameter is set at 5 hours per

month instead of 10 for the reference model. The result is a slower rise in Client

Wellness, a concurrent drop in Counseling Needed, and a consistently lower

plateau for Client Wellness compared to the reference model.

The next test was with Psychotherapist Visits held at a constant value (2 visits per

month) instead of having a value that changes over time depending on Counseling

Needed. In order to keep the curve confined to a reasonable approximation, the

Gaining Wellness Parameter was changed to constrain the graph within

reasonable limits. The next two graphs reflect these changes. The time period

was also lengthened to 240 months so that model behavior could be seen over a

longer period of time.
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Figure 16 With Psychotherapist Visits held as a constant value (2 visits per

month), the client never reaches a reasonable plateau of wellness and Counseling

Needed never declines.
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Figure 17 With Psychotherapist Visits held constant, with drug administered

during the 30 year period, between 10 and 30 years, the model predicts that the

client will reach a higher level of wellness (with constant Psychotherapist Visits at

2) than without any drug administration.

The next 2 graphs were designed to test the effects of stress on the system. Stress

is an exogenous variable in this model. Stress is determined to be external to the

client and not affected by the client.
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Figure 18 Stress is changed to be more constrained around the median level of

wellness. The spikes are lower across the time period. What is seen is a smoother

curve with less oscillation with wellness staying within the midrange of the graph.
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Figure 19 For this graph the stress parameter has been altered to show stress as

mostly positive (below the median line). This drives the client wellness up to a

higher level as would be predicted.

Together these graphs reproduce reasonable behavior that can be predicted and

pass robustness tests when compared with the reference model. The model was

developed using STELLA modeling procedures. STELLA uses standard

numerical methods to solve the system of equations that comprise the model

(Euler's method, 2nd-order Runge-Kutta, and 4th-order Runge-Kutta). The

method chosen for this model is the Euler method. The Euler integration method

was chosen because time dependence (change in dt) is not an important factor,

and the focus is on how individual parameters change in respect to each other.

(see appendix for further explanation and description):

Testing:
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)=. Comparison to reference modes: Does the model reproduce the

problem behavior adequately for the purpose?

For the purposes of this model the answer is, yes. In the

reference model, Figure 8 with drug administration added

and all variables included, the behavior of the model is

realistic and was predicted based on original assumptions.

The hypothetical client becomes more well as time goes by,

and counseling needed declines proportionately. The client

reaches a high level of wellness and maintains that level

over time with minor fluctuations. The initial conditions

which were heavily weighted on the side of un-wellness, or

Counseling Needed (for this model, figure 7a), were shown

to be pervasive over time without intervention. Figures 8

and 9 show model behavior with and without medication.

The graphs behave as would be predicted under these

conditions. Wellness is at a lower level without medication

and higher with medication.

Robustness under extreme conditions: Does the model behave

realistically when stressed by extreme conditions?

To test this the behavior of the model was altered by

eliminating drug effects for a period of time (figures 10 and

11). During this interval the graph depicts what would be

intuitively expected. For figure 10, as drug administration

is turned off, psychosis goes up, and client wellness

declines. Then after drugs are reapplied, variables return to

previous levels. For figure 11, drug administration is

turned off except for the trial period. As predicted, client

wellness increases during this period and counseling

needed decreases.
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This is a conceptual model, and as such, empirical data is absent. Model variables

were derived from synthesizing information about psychotic disorders found in

peer reviewed journal articles and books written on the subject. The model was

developed as a simple construct to show relationships between the variables and

to address the hypothesis that mental wellness can be viewed as a dynamic

system.

Further tests on the model include figures 12 through 19. For figures 12 and 13,

Psychotherapist Visits were changed to a maximum of 8 and 2 per month,

respectively. Education was tested for figures 14 and 15. Hours of education per

month were changed from 10 to 20 for figure 14, and from 10 to 5 for figure 15.

Psychotherapist visits was set as a constant for figures 16 and 17, with no drug

administration for figure 16, and drug administration only during the 10-30 month

period for figure 17. Finally, figures 18 and 19 show the affects of changing

stress parameters over the time period, from a stress level that is consistent and

holds close to the median line for figure 18, and a stress level that is mostly

positive (as opposed to negative) for figure 19.

In each of these cases the model was seen to retain its original integrity over time.

RESULTS

In most cases, what was predicted was validated in the graphs. The possible

exception to this was for figures 16 and 17 where Psychotherapist Visits was held

at a constant value. In this case, the model behaved reasonably and seemed to

show that keeping visits at a constant value, as opposed to linking them to

Counseling Needed, did not benefit the client as much. The problem with this

particular model is that when drugs are introduced during the test period, 10 to 30

months, the behavior of the model does not return to previous levels before drug

administration, as is the case in the other model tests. This paper is not equipped

to go further into investigation of this pattern, but a future model study could

further test this model and define the model behavior in the case of this variable.

The model was created, tested, and evaluated using information gained from the

software package (STELLA, 2000). Calibration for this model would only be
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possible after empirical data is entered for each variable. This would show,

realistically, if this model is useful as a tool for psychotherapeutic intervention. A

reasonable beginning point for developing this model further would be to get

information from case studies conducted over a 10-year time period for each of

the three variables, Client Education, Drug Administration, and Psychotherapy.

The scaling of data for this model has been on a 0 100 impact of each variable

on the client system. A more detailed and explicit model would have data

compiled from empirical studies. That information would be scaled to fit in

context with all variables within the model.

For example, data from several empirical studies showing pathological

characteristics of clients entering therapy with schizophrenic-type symptoms

could be used to approximate amount of client wellness versus counseling needed.

This information can be entered as a stock parameter and would give a more

accurate assessment of how this parameter would affect the feedback system of a

client in the real world.

DISCUSSION

The initial question this paper addresses is can a computer model help to predict

the course of an individual's therapeutic progress as that individual's dynamic

system moves from chaotic at the beginning of therapy to stable over time? The

model is preliminary, but shows the dynamic aspects of a client's psychological

system, addressing intrinsic and extrinsic variables. Alteration of the variables

leads to predictable graph behavior.

The utility of the model for application purposes is limited due to the lack of

research data for a case study. The model can be designed to fit an individual

case study as information is gathered over a 10-year therapeutic course. A 10-

year therapeutic course is not unrealistic due to the life-long pervasive symptoms

of schizophrenia and other psychotic illnesses. Real-world data could show

discrepancies between these variables, or possibly elucidate correlations between

them. Data can be gathered for psychotherapeutic efficacy, drug efficacy, and

education effects over time. This case study would be useful for developing this
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model as a prototype for models that can be used to address other mental

illnesses, such as bipolar, major depression, and even personality disorders. The

model indicates that the system of the client is dynamic.

The model can provide a tool and a visual aid for practitioners who do not

have a strong mathematical background to make predictions about a client's

course by entering information about the client's history into the model. The

model can then be compared to other models for similarities.

Other models that can be compared with this one might include the olfactory

experiment model proposed by Freeman for one. Another model examined by

Derrickson-Kossmann (Derrickson-Kossman et al. in Masterpaqua, 1998)

discusses the complexity of dissociative disorders.

In this model self-organization of the human mind is considered. The growth of
the self can be seen as evolving from a lack of differentiation to a state of

articulation and order. At the most basic level, the self is a composite of complex

neurobiological functions. The self also includes the social and psychological

aspects as well as the biological.

Personality can be viewed as a nonlinear and dynamic process resulting from the

self-organization of a system of distributed and interactive hierarchical

subsystems. The process of biopsychosocial self-organization creates an

individual's experience of being unified and whole. When a person dissociates,

this sense of unification and integrity is partially or completely lost. Whether

through trauma or loss, the individual experiences a dissociation of the personality

structure. According to Van der Hart (Van der Hart et al., 1993) an individual

might experience dissociation in two ways: (a) through linear dissociation,

whereby different alter personalities sequentially experience different aspects of

the traumatic experience; and (b) through simultaneous dissociation, in which

different alter (self aspects separated mentally from normal integrated aspects)

personalities "contain a range of different (non-successive) dimensions of the

traumatic event". According to Derrickson-Kossmann, dimensionality, a quality

of complex systems, is part of daily life. As two-dimensional space describes a
piece of paper, and three-dimensional space describes a room, a different
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dimensional description is necessary for dynamical systems. Dynamical systems

evolve over time and are time-dependent (Cambel, 1993; Gell-Mann, 1994). An

example of such a system is recess at an elementary school when children are

wandering around the playground. It is possible to describe their movement

mathematically if one uses the three dimensions of space plus time to plot their

changes in position and changes in velocity (Cambel, 1993).

When other variables are considered, such as family structure, genetic history,

appearance, and type and number of relationships, the elements become irregular

and asymmetrical. The term phase space refers to the coordinates of the school

children and the variables of personhood (Cambel, 1993). Therefore, when the

temporal dimension (playground activity) is combined with the variables of

events such as behaviors, affects, sensations, and knowledge, one can have

multiple experiences in multiple dimensions. In systems models, the term steady

state is used to describe functioning that is continuously changing; within certain

time and space parameters, however, it is viewed as temporarily stable. A healthy
individual is able to move among the many different dimensions of the self

system in this manner (Derrickson-Kossmann et al. in Masterpaqua, 1998).

When an individual dissociates, different self-states or altered states of

consciousness may emerge. This happens both linearly (with respect to time) and

nonlinearly (simultaneously in different dimensions). These so called altered

states create boundaries within the dissociated self. In this view the open,

adaptive self has permeable boundaries and interacts adaptively with the

environment, whereas the dissociative system has a boundary between self and

environment that is less permeable and more protective; less available for

interaction with both the internal and external systems (Derrickson- Kossmann et
al. in Masterpaqua, 1998).

The term phase transition is used in physics to describe when a structure moves

from one state to another. In classical physics there is the example of the

transformation of a gas to a liquid or a liquid to a solid. In this example a degree

of instability is present and there exists a threshold at which change occurs

(Prigogine & Stengers, 1984). Within a complex system four situations are
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possible: (a) components may coexist without interfacing, (b) components may

compete with one another, (c) components may fight, and (components may

organize themselves (Cambel, 1993). Any situation may evolve to another

situation if the stimulus is present, thus producing a phase transition. For

example, it is known that many physical and mental illnesses or conditions are

caused by multiple factors. We try to avoid or eliminate the factors with known

negative impact, because additive factors may push us over the threshold into a

new phase of disease or pathology ( Derrickson- Kossmannet al. in Masterpaqua,
1998).

For example, in our model for psychosis, addressing the chemical imbalance at
the beginning of therapy may help stabilize the individual so that conjunctive

therapies can have a chance to bring about long-term positive changes.

As opposed to a simple phase transition, such as from gas to liquid phase, there

are many compounding factors in the behavioral brain system. During
development initial states become differentiated by more subtle changes in

parameter values (Derrickson-Kossmann et al. in Materpaqua, 1998). What may
happen in dissociative disorders as well as more psychotic-based disorders such

as schizophrenia, is abrupt or discontinuous changes, which may occur as a result

of a traumatic event or injury. These may be considered as bifurcations that can

lead to large differences in state parameters. Bifurcation occurs when two paths

of recursion are taken (as opposed to one path) because of the complex dynamics

of an operation. Recursive behavior occurs when the results of one operation in a

system become the inputs or initial conditions for the next operation. For
example, the differentiated self-state that is depressed or anxious and the angry,
acting out self state within a dissociative individual might represent the different
paths of such bifurcations.

Studies show that "switch" processes between alter personality states reveal the

same psychophysiological properties of early infant state changes (Putnam,

1991a; Putnam 1991b). In switching: "'the self' that observes and remembers is

state-dependent and is suspended during the moment of transition between states

of consciousness...Subjective and experimental observations suggest during
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periods of rapid transition between states, individuals do not observe, learn, or
store information well" (Putnam, 1988, p.27).

It appears that normal integration and state-modulating abilities do not develop
fully in the face of trauma, possible leaving the individual suffering from

dissociative tendencies dependent on earlier self-organizing mechanisms. This

may be why state transitions appear so abrupt and discontinuous.

This can also be correlated with psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia. If
psychotic events, such as delusions or hallucinations are related to past events in
the individual's life and these events caused a temporary suspension of normal

cognitive processes, a bifurcation might have been the result. Because the change
from one state to the next happens so rapidly, the information might not have

been processed properly, and the individual's future response to similar events
might be confusion, or dissociation from the event, instead of integration of the
information.

An example of this might be the persecutory voice that a schizophrenic individual

might hear inside, but believes is coming from outside. If, during development
the infant experienced a perceived psychic insult (assimilated as persecutory)
from a parent, and the child is unable to make a smooth transition through the

feelings that are aroused by his or her response to the perceived insult, a
suspension of conscious awareness might take place. The result of this could be a
bifurcation into different paths for future reference. One path that accepts the
parent as helpful and comforting, and another path that is unable to accept the

parent as threatening so becomes sequestered in the child's consciousness and
develops, as in fig.3, a basin of attraction around which are placed attractors that
repel and attract information.

This would have the result of fracturing the personality under future conditions
that resemble the original perceived psychic insult. It is in the vitality and
unhindered movement of the dynamic flow processes, as shown by the dynamic
systems model, that feedback loops become linked instead of blocked, and the

organism grows and changes in healthy predictive ways over time. By

eliminating the pharmacotherapy in our model, we cause the system to become
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unbalanced, and psychosis becomes prevalent, resulting in ongoing malfunction

in the individual's life. By adding the three main variables; psychotherapy,

pharmacotherapy, and social education, the individual's system is able to find a
balance. This gives the individual stability and continuity of behavioral functions,

both within the self and within the society in which the individual lives.

Predictions can then be made about the course of the therapy and what variables

should be considered in developing a working model that will help facilitate the

client's recovery and lifetime wellness.

As more case study models are developed they can be shared and a library

developed as a resource to clinicians who are interested in using this strategy to

help clients with difficult to treat diagnoses. Health care for these individuals is

expensive and long-term. Out-patient care is preferable due to the decreased

expenses involved. Therapy for these individuals is long-term in most cases and
requires a variety of strategies.

Developing strategies like this model, can aid clinicians by giving them a tool to

help facilitate the therapy. The model can also be used as an example of how

therapy is unique to each individual as each individual is a dynamic system. In

this case, different strategies might be required, for example; drugs might only be

necessary for a short time for some clients and might be required over a lifetime

for others. A model oan predict, by looking at past behavior, how an individual
will respond to various therapeutic applications.

If the psychotic episode that an individual client presents at the beginning of

therapy is the first episode, then therapy will have a different outcome than if the

psychotic episodes have been manifested over a period of years before therapy.

This is another example of the usefulness of a predictive model.

Understanding the dynamic patterns ofsystems is a challenge. Mathematics is a
tool that is being used, in conjunction with computers, to facilitate our

understanding of complex systems and how they operate. This will, in time, lead
to an appreciation of how individualized each of these systems is and how
important it is to understand an individual system before attempting to alter that

system. This is true for larger systems as well, systems like ecological systems.
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An example of this is from an ecological study (Fritts et al., 1997). Removal of

wolves from Yellowstone National Park made life easier for ranchers and park

visitors. Over time, however, the native animals that were hunted by the wolves

were allowed to proliferate and after a few decades, the park was overrun by these

animals, causing many problems, including spread of disease. The wolves

provided an important variable in the complex park system.

There are many examples ( Lynam, 1999; Lismen, 1999; Villarreal-Calderon, A,

et al., 2002) of complex systems and how human interactions with these systems

have altered them in ways that we are just beginning to understand.

Medication is often prescribed by practitioners without enough patient

information. This can have negative effects, especially if the wrong medication is

prescribed. This can lead to further suffering by the patient and might lead to the

patient leaving therapy before treatment has had a chance to have positive effects.

This is why it is important to consider as many factors as possible when treating

an individual.

Taking a thorough history at the outset of therapy and using a model to predict

possible outcomes for different therapeutic applications can provide the extra

support needed to give the client optimum resources for gaining the stability they

need in the shortest amount of time. This may entail short-term therapy for some,

and long-term therapy for others. If each individual is viewed as a unique self-

organizing system, then each individual will receive the assistance that he or she

needs to address his or her individual difficulties.

System dynamic models have a unique ability to organize complex information

and give predictive outputs that can be informative at both the societal or

organizational level, as well as the individual level.
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Numerical Integration:

Systems dynamics models are system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations.

Analytic solutions can not define the behavior ofthese systems, therefore the

behavior must be computed numerically with the use of numerical integration.

There are several numerical integration methods, many of which are commonly

used. The method chosen for this the model described in this paper is the Euler

integrations method. The general formula for model integration is:

St = INTEGRAL(It Ot, StO)

It = f(St, Ut, C): Ot = g(St, Ut, C)

The stocks in the model S accumulate (integrate) their flows I less their outflows

0. The flows, in turn, depend on the stocks, any exogenous variables U, and

parameters (constants, C). The initial conditions Sto gives the quantity in any

stock today. What will its value be tomorrow? The quantity in the stock

tomorrow will be the amount in the stock now, plus the quantity that flows in

between today and tomorrow, less the amount that flows out. However, the

values of the flows are only known at the current instant, and they usually won't

remain constant between today and tomorrow. The challenge is estimating the

average flow over the next day, or in our case, the next months.

The average over the interval generally doesn't equal the flow at any given point

in time. The simplest assumption is that the rates will remain constant between

today and tomorrow, or constant enough for the purposes of the system being

observed. Denoting the time interval between periods as dt (delta t, or change in

time), the assumption that the rates remain constant during the next interval

implies:

St+dt=St+dt*(ItOt)
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This equation is the most basic technique, known as Euler's integration. The

assumption that the rates remain constant throughout the time interval dt is

reasonable if the dynamics of the system are slow enough and dt is small enough.

The defmitions of "reasonable" and "small enough" depend on the accuracy

required for the study. This in turn depends on the purpose of the model. The

purpose of our model is to show how the variables impact each other over time

(months in our case). It is not meant to be a precise calculation of the variables.

For the purpose of this paper, this method is appropriate as a preliminary study

leading to further development of a more quantifiable model.
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MODEL EQUATIONS (EULER INTEGRATION):

The following chart lists the specific differential equations used by the STELLA

program to generate the graphs (figs. 7and 8) (Richmond, 2001).

The numbers in parentheses represent x, y coordinates for each of the variables

noted.

Client Wellness(t) = Client_Wellness(t - dt) + (Positive Impacts -

losing wellness) * dt

INIT Client Wellness = 25

INFLOWS:

Positive_ Impacts =

Client Wellness *Client Education in Hours_per__Month *gaining_wellness_para

meter*Psychotherapist_visits_per month

OUTFLOWS:

losing wellness = Client_Wellness*losing_wellness_parameteenegative_impacts

Counseling Needed(t) = Counseling Needed(t - dt) + (losing_wellness -

Positiveimpacts) * dt

INIT Counseling Needed = 75

INFLOWS:

losing wellness = Client_Wellness*losing_wellness_parameteenegative_impacts

OUTFLOWS:

Positive_Impacts =

Client Wellness *Client Education in Hours_per__Month *gaining_wellness_para

meter*Psychotherapist visits_per_month

Base_Level_of chemical Psychosis = 80

Client_Education_in_Hours_per_Month =10

Drug_Admin =1 + (STEP(1,10) - STEP(1,30))

gaining_wellness_parameter = .005
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Level of Chemical_Psychosis = IF Drug_Admin = 1 THEN

treated_level_of chemical psychosis ELSE

Base_Level_of chemical Psychosis

losing_wellness_parameter = .001

negative_impacts = Level of Chemical_Psychosis* STRESS/100

treated_level_of chemical psychosis = 30

Psychotherapist_visits_per_month = GRAPH(Counseling_Needed)

(0.00, 0.00), (10.0, 0.04), (20.0, 0.14), (30.0, 0.26), (40.0, 0.48), (50.0, 0.78),

(60.0, 1.22), (70.0, 1.78), (80.0, 2.30), (90.0, 3.06), (100, 4.00)

STRESS = GRAPH(TIME)

(0.00, 65.0), (10.0, 90.0), (20.0, 30.0), (30.0, 50.0), (40.0, 25.0), (50.0, 75.0),

(60.0, 40.0), (70.0, 60.0), (80.0, 15.0), (90.0, 50.5), (100, 90.5), (110, 30.0), (120,

20.0)
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To aid in understanding the computer program concepts, the following pages from
the STELLA help section of the computer program (Richmond, 2001) have been
added.

Conce tual Overview
Consider the plot and model structure shown in Figure 13-1. The plot shows the idealized behavior
of a real-world system - in this case, the temperature of a cooling cup of coffee. The model is
idealized as well if it was solved analytically, it would yield exactly the behavior exhibited by the
plot.

When the computer is used to simulate systems such as this, it is not possible to get an exact
solution. Instead, a set of discrete calculations (the only kind that digital computers are capable of
producing) is used to approximate the idealized curve. The software divides the time axis into
equally-spaced intervals, each with a width of DT (or "delta time"). Then, calculations are
performed at discrete intervals, as indicated in Figure 13-2.

Figure 13-1
Idealized Behavior of Cooling Model

1 : Temperature

1: 100.00

1: 50.00-

1: 0.00

Temperature

constant

0.00

x

1.00

Graph 1 (Untitled)

2.170 3.00 4.00

Time 11 :11 AM Thu, Dec 2, 1999
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Figure 13-2
Simulated Behavior of Cooling Model

1

1 :

: Temperature

100.00

Calculations are performed at
equally spaced intervals

1 : 50.00-

1 : 0.00
0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00

18 Graph 1 (Untitled) Time 2:33 PM Thu, Dec 2, 1999
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Euler's Method (STELLA software, 2000)

In this method, the computed values for flows provide the estimate for the change
in corresponding stocks over 1 interval DT. In a cooling model, the initialization
and iteration phases look like this:

Initialization Phase (Euler's Method):

STEP 1. Create a list of all stocks, flows and converters in required order of
evaluation.

STEP 2. Calculate initial value of all stocks, flows and converters (in order of
evaluation).

Time = From Time
Time = 0

stock = f(initial values, stocks, converters, flows)
--> INIT Temperature = 100

Coverters = f(stocks, converters, flows)
-÷ constant = 0.5

Flows = f(stocks, converters, flows)
---> cooling = Temperature * constant

Iteration Phase (Euler's Method):

STEP 1. Estimate change in socks over the interval DT.

Astock = dt * flow

Calculate new value for Stocks based on this estimate.

Stocks = Stocks -at + Astock
---->Temperture = Temperature + (-cooling) * dt

Step 2. Calculate new values for flows and converters (in order of evaluation).

Converters = f (stocks, converters, flows)
---->constant = 0.5

Flows = f (stocks, converters, flows)
--- -*cooling = Temperature * constant
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Step 3. Update simulation time. Stop iteration when Time >= simulation
stoptime.

Time = Time + dt

The numeric output generated by the cooling model, for the first four time units,
is shown in the figure 13-3, below. The output was produced using Euler's
method, with DT = 0.5, beginning balances, and summed reporting of flows.

Figure 13-3
Numerical Output of Cooing Model

Time Temperature cooling
OM 100.00 25.00

050 75.00 18.75

1.00 56.25 14.06

1.50 42.19 10.55

2.00 31.64 7.91

2.50 23.73 5.93

3.00 17.60 4.45

3,50 13.35 3.34

4.00 10.01 2.50

As the data show, cooling decline in proportion to Temperature. The data set for
Temperature approximates an exponential decay pattern.

At this point, however, it is useful to ask about the accuracy of this
approximation. As Figure 13-4 shows, the model output is not very accurate
when compared with the analytical solution to the equivalent equation
(Temperature = 100e415"Ine). Because Euler's method simply uses the value
calculated for the flow as its estimate for the change in the stock over the interval
DT, and because the interval is a large one (relative to the continuous case), an
integration error is introduced. This integration error is the difference between
the two curves on the plot.

Fig 13-4
Analytic vs. Model Solution for Cooling Model
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Figure 13-4
Analytic vs. Model Solution for Cooling Model

21

1 : To-ripraturE.

100.00
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